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Hey All, So I just got a good one while studying the AZ-100 exam with no real prior knowledge and fortunately managed to succeed with a decent score, for anyone considering it I have written individual articles for all sections of the exam with links to relevant Microsoft documentation for additional reading. to Skylines
Academy and who have a very in-depth course on the exam (there was a coupon on their twitter, unsure if it's still active)Good luck to someone else thinking of taking the exam! Page 2 24 comments Hi Guys, I've seen a lot of information about the subreddit that I've been trying to consolidate on my computer, but it
seems... Fragmented. Where is the best place to find information about the AZ - 103 exam? How hard is the exam? Do I need to learn a lot of PS to succeed? Any advice is very welcome - I haven't taken Azure exams before, but I do have a good knowledge of how it works. Also, is the Udemy good, of course? 2 17
comments Best online training to pass Azure AZ-103 Exam? Page 2 18 comments Sorry that no TLDRI passed the exam yesterday with 817/1000. I wish I had more, but I know where I was weak. Huge thanks to everyone who has worked on creating study resources and material and the wonderful supportive people in
the community. I'm just writing down my experiences here in the hope that it will help/clear things up for at least one person. Also feel free to DM ME for questions/doubts or just an encouraging wordstudy resourcesMy primary sources wereNick Colyer's (you/ngcolyer) course on AZ-103 - guide and study guides from
Nick here – videos - AZ-103 pad - I have all of the Intermediate level video courses and management of Azure Identities and Advanced Hybrids courses from the section in particular. If you get a subscription or definitely check this one out. Run labs on Azure. My free trial got more than a while back so had to use Pay as
You Go. I spun a few resources here and there and experimented with them and I removed resources after I finished playing. It costs much less if you delete your resources after you're done. I will describe them in detail in this post. Microsoft Docs – Aside from the links to the official documents of Nick's study guides, I
read about things I wasn't clear about or wanted to know more about. The documents are super easy to read. Also, courtesy you/nagasy, this link seems to some more links to the documents - LABSIt is extremely important that you become familiar with the portal as so many other people have said and I beg you more.
Good experience with the portal helps you with three thingsThe lab section of the exam is rather clear. It also helps you answer normal questions, as you get a sense of how things are done in Azure if you mess around with the portal enough. If you spin up resources and play with them, in a very few cases where you're
not sure about the correct answer, it helps you get an educated guess. You go about these two waysEr is a lab guide who comes together with Nick's course on udemy. Go through it and do all the labs. Turn your own stuff and mess around with the portal. These are the things I did in the Azure portal to make sure I
didn't get completely lost. Some of these things don't even cost you money to bid, like virtual networks or resource groups or users in AD, so you play a lot. Virtual networks. Peering. Security groups. Route tables. Service endpoints. Gateways.Monitoring. Log Analytics. Cost analysis. Billing related things. Recovery
Services Vault. Backup policy. Storage. Storage layers. Blob, Tables and Share.AD. Users. Groups. Permissions. Policy. Subscriptions.Virtual Machines. Disks. Backup policy. Disaster recovery. Nics. VM Configuration.Load Balancer. Load Balancing rules. Availability sets. Availability zones. This is not an exact study
map for the portal, but this is generally mapped to the exam objectives and what is taught in most online courses. Try doing this -Open the portal, spin up a resource and go to the source. On the left there is a knife with so many options for almost everything in Azure. I spent time clicking on each item and looking for what
was in that knife. Most things are pretty obvious and the things you don't understand you can always go to the docs. This also helps you with getting the labs in the actual exam done faster cos you know where everything is. When you do, use powershell commands to achieve the same thing and get a feel for how things
get done from there. If you don't have a free trial or don't have a Pay as you go account. Use what the wonderful people of MS have given – free labs from Microsoft Learn – EXAMI have no experience with MeasureUp, but I have the whizlabs one for 10 USD. This is nowhere near the quality of the Bonso practice tests I
used for AWS. This would prepare you for the actual exam format. Some questions are poorly worded and most answers are This is what the docs say so the answer is correct with fuckall explanation. If you are considering getting a practical exam done important for taking the real exam, this is a good investment. I got
60s to low '70 in all the tests the first time cos I was tired of reading the verbose questions and the piss-bad explanation for most of the answers. But make sure you why your answer is wrong by reading the documentation link to each question. If you do this test properly and read all the linked documents patiently, give
more power to you! ACTUAL EXAMThe actual exam is not super difficult as I've heard some people describe it. It's not that easy, either. As long as you know your Azure stuff is fine you should do pretty well. The questions you generally test opU need to do X, what Azure service would you use for that? Given a case
study, how would you do things in Azure to meet certain requirements. Not 2 but with labs - basically do a lot of things considering the Azure portal. As long as you pay attention to keywords and read a question thoroughly, even if you don't know the right answer, you should be able to limit things pretty quickly. Take your



time with the labs, don't panic and create a resource with the wrong configuration or you'll have to delete and recreate it. If you don't know the answer to a question, take your best guess and move on. Don't worry about it. I'm sure there are some questions you're going to throw. IMO, the time given for completing the
exam is enough. I ended it in about 2 hours including all the surveys partly because I rushed through the last few questions. Take your time and view highlighted questions and you should be able to get an even higher score. AFTER THE EXAMI got a print out of the center that said I passed with my actual score
immediately. I also got the same information about my MS learning profile. The screen didn't pass or fail for me. Four and take some time off. You're a Azure certified administrator. Isn't that something? Good luck with your next adventure!P.S. I've also put together an AWS Study prep/guide thing on the AWS subreddit
as someone prepares for those exams. Not sure I can post it here, but here goes - 2 43 comments duffney.io/AZ103-... Page 2duffney.io/AZ103-... 2duffney.io/AZ103-...
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